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What would you call a family of casegoods with 
offerings so vast it can meet all of your desking, 
storage and conference room needs? We call it 
Transpire. Starting with rectangular and bow front 
desks, Transpire allows you to easily set the tone 
for your environment whether it’s transitional and 
casual or contemporary and upscale.

Transpire casegoods help you build contemporary 
spaces that don’t just look good. They look smart.  
Starting with a maintenance-free laminate 
construction and PVC edge that are even more 
durable than wood veneer, Transpire makes 
good sense in nearly any office environment. 
Its materials also make Transpire a more cost 
effective alternative that can be manufactured 
in less time than real wood furniture.

While its monolithic profile and metallic accents 
keep Transpire from ever being called traditional, 
an array of surface finishes and pull options make 
it easy to create a custom contemporary look for 
your space. In open plans, large spaces can be 
divided into more approachable work areas by 
using adjoining pieces with the same finish as a 
visual boundary. Coordinating finishes can also 
be used on different pieces of furniture to subtly 
differentiate between meeting or communal-use 
areas and those for individual work.

Transpire also allows you to select different finishes 
for the vertical and horizontal laminates of the same 
piece of furniture. Mixing wood-grain and solid color 
laminates adds visual interest to more traditional 
desking and storage configurations without making 
them appear trendy. For additional texture and 
depth, acrylic and glass can also be incorporated.

Regardless of the version you choose, Transpire’s 
drawer and door pulls help you make the right

statement. An unassuming integrated pull is standard 
on Transpire, but four bolder styles can be also be 
specified. Applied hardware in silver or black 
provides the ideal contrast to light or dark finishes.

With it’s wide array of storage and desking solutions 
and expansive palette of finish and pull options, 
Transpire is ready to help you build the space of 
your dreams. All you need is your imagination.

In addition to its vast collection of furniture pieces, 
Transpire also offers unique accessories that add 
privacy and storage, allowing you to construct the 
ideal workspace. Desktop acrylic panels delineate 
individual spaces in shared designs, while returns 
with acrylic modesty panels feel light and airy without 
leaving occupants overexposed. Paper organizers 
and sorters create cubbies to keep work and 
materials for active projects close at hand, organized, 
and together for the next time they are needed.  

Tackboards help you make the most of closed-back 
overhead hutches by giving you a spot at eye level 
for notes, calendars, reminders, or mementos. 
Closed-back hutches also create the ideal spaces for 
overhead paper sorter inserts and desktop paper 
organizers, while open-back hutches allow communication 
and light to pass through workspaces.

Reception desks, like the other desks in the family 
can be specified with a bow front or rectangular 
shape to unite public and private areas within 
the workspace. Reception desks can be easily 
assembled from ordinary desks by adding reception 
galleries. Galleries provide a countertop at standing 
height for customers that echo the desks straight 
lines or bow front. Reception returns also create 
customer service areas adjacent to desks.

Inviting Designs with Intuitive Modularity
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D-Shaped Peninsula       $1096
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L-Shaped Desk        $1540
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L-Shaped Desk & Hutch     $2065
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Executive U-Shaped Desk    $2400
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Executive Desk        $1819
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